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Discussion at CES in 2022

Collaboration with private data holders at CES 2022
 In-depth review discussion at CES Bureau in February 2022 (paper by Poland, available also in 

French and Russian – translated by CIS-Stat)
 Position statement on the access to data held by the private sector for purposes of official 

statistics (ECE/CES/103/Add.1- English, French, Russian)
Bureau discussions in October 2022 and February 2023

 Proposal for follow-up work
 Survey carried out for the in-depth review a good starting point for collecting best practices and 

developing guidance in a later stage
 Ask countries who demonstrated experience with using privately held data for more detail (e.g. 

through interviews)
 Proposal supported

Access to data held by the private sector also discussed at:
 Expert Meeting on modernising statistical legislation (17-18 November 2022)
 Webinar on Administrative Microdata for Climate Change, Energy and Environment Statistics

(30 March 2023)

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
An in-depth review of collaboration with private sector data providers in February 2022 and a session at CES in 2022This is to inform you what has happened sinceThe Conference adopted the ‘Position statement on the access to data held by the private sector for purposes of official statistics’ (ECE/CES/103/Add.1) and encouraged all national statistical offices and international organizations to use the document in their communications and negotiations about access to data held by the private sector.The Conference asked the CES Bureau to discuss the follow-up to this session and decide on further steps.The person who worked on that moved to another part of UN, now I am following up temporarily until we recruit a replacement During the preparation of the in-depth review, thirty-four organizations responded to a survey regarding their cooperation with private sector data providers.
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Collaboration with private data holders – follow up work

Follow-up work
 Canada, Ireland, New Zealand, Poland, UK, Eurostat and OECD in the Task 

Team
 The group started work
 Targeted interviews rather than survey, starting with group members
 Focusing on groups of issues:
 Different types of private data providers (and different strategies needed)
 Internal organization of the NSO for working with private data providers
 How to negotiate access
 Etc.

For discussion at CES 2023:
 Developments in this area in your office?
 Have you used the Position statement adopted at CES in 2022?

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Add more explanation about the purpose of the document, and relationships with other standards and frameworks- addressed in the introduction and will be a priority in future activities to communicate the Core Values and behaviours Changes to core values and mappings – these were already endorsed in 2022, no change	       - addressed in the introduction and will be a priority in future activities to communicate the Core Values and behavioursEnhancements to list of behaviours – incorporated to the extent possible bearing in mind that the behaviours should be applicable across the whole UNECE regionValue theory approach – proposed by Hungary                         - the current version is elaborated by chief statisticians and other senior staff with the aim to provide a tool for communication within the official statistical community. They did not feel that involving experts in value theory would significantly further this aim, particularly given the strong support for the current version from the other countries that replied to the written consultation.Country examples will be made available on the web and used in promoting the material.



6 Collaboration with private data holders 

The Conference 
• supports further work on collaboration with private data holders, 

and asks the Task Team to report back on the outcome of its work 
in 1-2 years time; 

• countries and organizations who are interested to join the Task 
Team are invited to contact the UNECE Secretariat 

Proposed decision
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